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national greeting of the country’. Sir Stanley
Rous, then the Football Association Secretary,
aslted for advice from the British Ambassador, Sir
Nevile Henderson on the matter. He replied:
‘When I go in to see Herr Hitler, l give him the
Nazi salute, because that is the normal courtesy
expected. It carries no hint ofapproval ofanything
liitler or his regime may do. And, if I do it, why
should you or your team object?‘

Several ofthe touring team were not at all happy
with this attitude. One of the leading protesters,
Stan Cullis, normally an automatic selection,
found himself dropped for the German match and

England’: fimtbaflers giving the cortrrot'rrn'aI Nazi
salute bejbrr playing Germany in Berlin in I938. It
am rs-aired at bring ‘a local custom’.

the next against Switzerland, but was restored to
favour for the following game against France.
Stanley Rous was forced into the undignified
position of begging ‘I want you to do it for me‘.
Frank Broome, a forward on the trip, recalls the
atmosphere: ‘jimmy I lagan, who had been coach-
ing the Austrian team, translated the German
papers, which were full of how the Germans were
going to stuff it right up us. They were the master
race. No one could beat the Reich.’ Rous stressed
tactfully that they must not lose for political
reasons as well as sporting. England emerged 6-3
winners, much to the sidc‘s grim satisfaction.

Eddie Hapgood, the experienced Arsenal and
England full baclt, later described his opponents
on the day as a ‘bunch of arrogant, sun-bronzcd
giants‘ iust back from special training in the
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Black Forest. Nevile Henderson had warned Rous
about staging contests between German and Brit-
ish tcams because the Nazis were looking for
victories to boost the idea that the regime had
produced a super race. The English victory clearly
did not support that notion, and the next day a
team from Aston Villa beat ‘Greater Germany’ (a
German and ten Austrians) 3-2, introducing the
Continent to the pleasures of the offside trap,
which Villa's president later claimed was ‘all a
misunderstanding‘.

Following an article surrounding the incident,
the Daily Telegraph received two letters about
hockey players’ experiences in Nazi Germany.
The first concerned Basil Brooke, whose father was
at that time Treasurer to the Queen (now the
Queen Mother). Following his selection for the
team at the German university he was attending,
he was advised by the Palace that on no account
should he give the Nazi salute when lining up for
anthems ~ or indeed any other occasion. lie was
told that, as a former member of the Winchester
College OTC, he should use the British Army
salute. The other letter was from Mr R. A. Child,
who recalled:

When l toured south Germany in April I937 in
a public school hockey team we did not
warrant bands and anthems but simply lined up
midfield and after the Srig Hrilr and salutes, we
countered by brandishing our sticks in the air
and yelling ‘Whipsnadc, Whipsnadc, Zoo, Zoo,
Zoo‘. This never failed to raise a tremendous
roar of approval from the not inconsiderahle
crowds which followed our progress wherever
we went.

There was, then, little overt anti-British feeling in
the German sports world as late as I938. In fact
many Germans felt they still had a great deal to
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is necessarily routine punctuated by Orgies §n§ the 1atter_mP$t_bi,Pr°“l'
ded whether sexual, religious, sporting; P°1lt1°a1v °r natlonails t°'me
Periodical intense excitement is needed by all, and the lifeno; ix rzl
restraint is always dangerous. It is for this reason that gladia Or;
games, bullfigita, boxing matches, mass lneetl-I185 . =_1'@1181°‘~1B I‘e"i‘{'j: iz
patriotic and other demonstrations: P§r@¢°Ba SamP11n3v and £r°; t utgon
have existed. They have been pyschological necessities. The :Zk_1B them as
render these orgies relatively harmless in all aspects while 1H8
effective outlets as possible." (Beyond the hexigue B51.) (2)

. . . . theBut as we have seen in the past the nationalistic beast can go on f _
rampage with Auschwitz and Gulag results. maid’;-=oday_:eT;:e
cing in many countries. The Ex-Yu8°B1aV1a Qf *1 °SeV1 , ( )
for the Dracula Cup . Hence hate is kept in the football stadium. 5

Cantona broke the cardinal rule of the spectacle, he upset the entire show,
he went too far wuet he did was not written in his contract. But we sympar, ' ‘. . 5 ‘I; (1thise with his actions since he was provoked bytfi piatgggadoghgn ggglelife
racist slogans at him. Anyone in Cantona s foo a t;_ ES what he has
“°“1d have done the “axe as grlc the Scapegoat’ F9r thls erfect target. He
become in the eyes of many little Englanders. He is 9 P I _ ( )
is foreign All this British nationalism was whiPP°d “P by Dhatcher during 4. O . .0 t‘

the Falklands war. A conflict that could have been iplved :Zro;€;0?:il3hich
means, But Lady Belgrmno preferred to embark on a Ofidil P_ the price

Rany in both camps died in vain! and many othexs are Sf}'t:p%{;?€he hel of,herwhilst hcr Ladyshit has made millions of pounds out o i wi 1 Th P
beloved son hark. She epitomized the Family, the Country, the F ag. _ 8 of
lumpennationalism which is apparent at football matches is a resergggiional
vociferous dogs. They have been conned into believing all these r 1 V8
values, but those in power only know one value, that is to say wagE—s Zmergn
and its corollary nanmly profits. The rest is superfluous. It is Z Zrd the
all countries. Unless those who hold such illusions throw themLo:er_0 their Y
will remain in chains, albeit nationalist ones withhseasog figgifi art; is the
hands . One character who is constantly hammering 9 XQTOP It helps those in
DHSS min Peter Lil1ey' ?lvlde and rule. ?he usua¥ Scfifiailent for business.
power. State power requires such separation. It 1S esee

' - ' nalistQt ' Q . L0 d0 1954 . Hurley's understanding of the n&tl°
égéBgggfitfiazngoglgofisdeip.nOr:ell on)the other hand saw the Franco murder gangs
at work, and also Stalin's secret police the CPU. A real horror Show-
(5) It was noted recently that followers of football teams are no longer strictly

.2’ ‘ ‘ . Th-wcrking class, but include young execs who are licking ffig ae:tt)ofi:o::fi:rB mgre
spectacle of revolt is big business (T°°k_°°n°@I S: $P°r s ~ 1
and more for all sorts of whims and escapisms.
(4) The real reason for the Falklands war emerged re<=eI1’v1y.1i’¢ 1}&<11’;° i§e"Z:f*Grl;1:
huge mineral deposits in that Te8l°n §ur3nluma 0111 9t:f)' o§°:$°:hti£a for their
tion of these commodities will necessitate the ¢°°Peiaft?n+ wasgthe fact that
storage and treatment. An aspect which oB0aP9Q manY_ e 15":_ It reminds us
the Falklands War brought down the military Junta ln A189" 1na~
of Wellington's action against Nappleon during the Peninsula War. His demiszl
brought back more democracy. Thatcher also had to go, she was becomin8‘a re
tyrant. Geoffrey Howe gave her the kiss of death, not bad for a sheep.

5

In other times the Jews fitted the role of scapegoat. They had killed Jesus.
But as Staehelin pointed out in his book:"Antisemitism is older than Christianity
by a few centuries. In the final analysis it is a pagan instinct which is awaken
from time to time." (5)

The Nazis were up to their necks in the occult mire. (6) Even C.G. Jung
joined them for a while. The Aryan revival fooled him, he had also voiced anti-
semitic remarks towards Freud. The revolt against the father can sometimes produce
weird results. A critique of these two monuments is necessary. Often some people
manage" to criticize Freud but fall into the Jung camp, and vice—versa.

Indeed when Rudolf Hess flew to Scotland and was captured, he baffled his interro-
gaters which included Ian Fleming of Naval Intelligence (7), -who later made his
name with the James Bond myth—, he apparently said that they could have done with
the services of Aleister Crowley to unravel Hess's mind. Whether the cl‘ crow
attended such sessions is unknown and if he did it will probably take another fifty
years before anything will surface on the subject. Such is the nature of the British
State . But then all States are secretive. That is why it must be abolished. 4

So let's come back to sport for a moment, Hitler , Stalin , Hiro Hito had harnes—
ted the energies of their populations. Sport was used to the hilt. The cult of the
healthy body. The road to Wellville without cornflakes. And today we see the same
bread and circuses, week after week. Healthy body, healthy mind, what a joke} It is
laughable, and yet tragic. On mainland China people can do Tai Chi exercises in the
streets but they can't speak freely. And the take-over of Hong Kong is only two years
away. The inhabitants of that region have been sold down the river. Their only hope
is big upheavals after the death of Deng and the collapse of the Li Pong dictatorship.
Here in the west many sports‘ fanatics have been taken to the cleaners. They have
been hiked or Reebooked.

If you look at hanchester United's treatment of Cantona (8), you will realise

(5) Der Antisemitismus des Altertams (Basle, 1905), quoted in Jules Isaac's Genese
de l'antis3mitisme. (Paris, 19535.

(6) An interesting book on the subject is The Occult oot , secret agyR s Of NAZISM an
cults and their influence on nazi ideoloe by Nicholas Go0drick—Clarke. l.B. Tauris
1992 Londoni.I

(7) i contradiction in tenns.
(8) Cantona‘s departure from Leeds was a strange business. It had nothing to do with
football. Howard Wilkinson the-manager ( a real conservative dumb head) could not
stomach the way some of his players lived. They played musical beds. The protago-
nists were Cantona, Lee Chapman and their wives. They swapped partners. At least they
had desires, whereas cl‘ Howard was afraid for the image of the club. What a boring
old fart. Leeds never recovered from the departure of their two ace players. Chapman
is a cut above most footballers, he speaks French, he can.write, he likes wine and
never talks of football outside the ground. What is remarkable is that the various
turnips in charge of the English squad only included Chapman once in their side,
although he was a top scorer. Peter 'Beardo' Beardsley's departure from Liverpool F.C
also had nothing to do with football. Beardo and Daglish's wife had become lovers.
Things like that happen. Love is a strange fruit, one bite and you're gone. Beardo
avoids the Blackburn manager, ie. K. Daglish. The magpie hunchback is a keen scorer!
we welcome more romance off the field, for it causes chaos. Love is a great weapon
which can fuck up the boring game. Ripley is also learning French... Terry Vegetables
speaks Spanish, his tenure of the English manager's job could be short lived , if the
squad does badly. If he is sacked all his ‘bung’ deals will resurface. The Establish-
ment never forgets, they only delay the sentence. They are cruel. It is historically_
proven. The most cunning ruling—class knows how to stay in power. ”

It should be noted that both Cantona & Beardo were sold to arch rivals
-Leeds to Han U. in Cantona‘s case, and Liverpool to Everton for Beardo.
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that economic and financial considerations were paramount. T3? day :ftZT£E:i:h:::
philosopher had erupted live on TV, £3 million was lost by le ° u °

f thfront. Clearly the management had to announce that he aagfid nothpiayfggficfifiggseif Egic
season . And if he stayed on all the sponsors would wi raw e
the painter continued to draw such masterpieces. It is really the society af tha
spectacle. Some people even accused Guy Debord of inventing it. N0. he Jue ¥T€he
what he saw. One character in France who aas always keee t° qu°te the b°°ktfi e
same name was none other than Bernard Tapia (the ex-minister who was alsg the owazi
of Olympigue de harseilles), Tapie is a swindler who gat on the nerves ct efeih
blishment. A social climber who paid the price of wanting to get to the afia: -8
greasy pole. He likes to portray himself as a man of the P9°Ple9 end §°r r°aS°n
‘thinks’ he must speak in a vulgar manner. Decomposition has reached many eePeete
of society. Culture is a good case in point. Language is another. modern capitalism
resembles more and more ancient Rome. Gladiators all OVCI e8eln- ¥n 3 "33 Eric
the sharp dresser is some kind of arena fighter. He rebelled e851n5t hi? r°h:'
Layne the spectators ought to do the same. But for that to happan they "111 Ve
to criticize their roles and illusions. Football gives them an identity: but_a _
spectacular one. It gives them a practice, but they lack a theory. They Iemelnlln
their seats , in their place. (9) And the Price 0? tleket5_8°ee “P and uP' S1
it by chance that some neo-nazi groups are attempting to infiltrate the fogtba 1
crowds? They know that some people are easy targets and confused and xenopho iatis
their key ideology. As we have seen more than one conservative minister Pushes nkls
deadly disease. It is horrific, because it kills people. In a way these Heel e° eye
are very Leninistic (by that we mean they use entryiSm)- But th1§ hind °f manipula-
tion never works. Is it by chance that the neo-Nazis and the Leninists are always
at each others throats? Hot really, their character structure as Wilhelm Reich
pointed out in his Mass Psychology of Fascism is very much the same. One good way
out of this maze is to refuse leninism in all its variants, and all the neo-nazi _
swamps. we welcome the idea of the hillwall goalkeeper Kasey Keller "h° 15 aPPar°n
tly compiling a report on racism off and on the field.

Eric the merdia star knows exactly the power of the negative. Hence his Nike ad-
vert. He is caught in a spiral. He has to be more and more bad. Unless he reaiiaas
what is in store for him, he will end up badly (10). The hletery efnstars ls § 9'
red with disasters. They are everything the Punter "111 never b? ' the Punter ln
turn dreams he is a star in the making. Spectators daydream wh1lBt_they_vet¢h
hopelessly "their" team. They are tI&nBfiXed- and Parents take their Children t:_t
the match, thus they make sure they too are addicted, although they sec it agda 1
of an ‘education’. Addiction takes many forms (11). _To thlnk it ls only P° 8:11
and pills is nonsense. Alcohol is also a drug which kills thousands every"yea€
over the world. Indeed "it is difficult to be a cucumber again Once ye“ hale e°fi@e
a gherkin". Georgie Best knows something about it. Pressures of all sorts ogfit im
to drink. One of the greatest players ever, paid the prize for being e Star‘
then alcohol is legal. At least 150 members of Parliament are Pert °f the b°°ze

. . ' . ' 0 S t d 0 H(9) "Spanish referee Garmasin Hurtado did a Cantona during a game in anian er 8
lost his head —and used a linesman's flag to attack an abusive sPe°tat°T- \§E2i§K
F ‘l end of February 3 It is difficult to know if this ref's action is similar to
Cgitena Refs remind us of policemen. You wonder what pushes svmsene te be°°me such
a character. Authority attracts all sorts of maniacs and this in most J°be~
(10) Cantona is indeed a brazen head. He often adopts a healthy enti'Fren°h attitude’

' 1' t d'd. Pat Riven of Tranmere Rovers is probably the enly f°°t“
bgllezhinsgiitgidswfio knows what we mean by that. But then Eric Blocdaxe takeslup_. . . v - , t t'c e ina pro—English position. here he shows he is a confused goon ‘In a recen ar 1 _ _
a mag Cal . . . d h far from
act, there is a bit of truth in that out as we have demonstrate _e le _ rd

The Idler ‘, . g b t FOIG in o er
a radical position. Hence ' Jeurnellsts need t? Q? igikz 1 1
to reach the truth._ Down with all countries. Nationalish s ---

. , g t tionist
led The Idler someone said Cantona‘s flanchester outourst was a S1 H8
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lobby . The peerage is often called the Beerage. A.powerful cartel. Take Glasgow
Rangers (The Tories as they are called by canny Glaswegians) for example , the
richest club in Britain and who backs them? None other than HcEwan's. Some brewers
like wm Younger give money to all political parties, in that way they make sure of
backing a winner who will help them in turn.

An interesting club in Glasgow is Partick Thistle. It attracts people who don't want
to take part in the religious divide which is still prevalent in Glasgow. There is
still hope without the Pope, a real Bob Hope. There is still hope without the
Queen , a real has been. Partick is known as the atheist club. Some excellent
players came out of their ranks : Maurice ‘Mo’ Johnson who got so much flak for
joining the Tories, he is a Catholic. And Alan Hansen, the acerbic anti-pundit of
fitba who takes no prisoners. Jimmy Hill (12) , Trevor Brooking, Des Lynam, Ray
'Baldie' Wilkins and Garth Crooks (13) all cut sorry figures next to Hansen,
because they are too positive when they waffle about football matters. They can
easily rubbish a player one minute , and shower him with praise two minutes later.
John hotson is a fine example of this kind of manicheism. All these commentators
are little Goebbelses in slippers. They and newsreaders are torso 'persons‘.
They all push the idea of winning. There is no room for losers. Selling and buying
that is the name of the game. It is the same on the job front, you have to sell
yourself, like some kind beast of burden. The rich literally devour the lives of
the poor so that they can sustain their lifestyle. Another form of cannibalism, but
a more astute brand. And for each player that hits the big time, there are thou-
sands who will rot without a penny. They will die with their shirts on. The
sporting life is a bad joke for which many sacrifice their lives. The dream of
every footballer is to play for "his" country. kany believe they have a country (14)

(11) Recently we heard that there were secret Alcoholic Anonymous meetings designed
so that stars could attend their session without being disturbed by the plebsl
Elitism blues. 12 steps to a clear life. The AA is a kind of Christian cult.

(12) In the early sixties J. Hill was one of the instigaters of a football strike.
They wanted higher wages. A footballer used to get £15 quid a week in those days.
Then inflation hit their wage-packets. As usual a rebel became part of the Establish?
ment. That is how it survives. At the time of this strike Ldttlewoods were worried,
there was no football for eight weeks. What a comic relief!
(15) Garth Crooks heads some ‘Institute for Professional Players‘ a grand name.
Crooks is a middle-class buppie. He was quick to condemn Cantona. Another who did
the same was Gary "Crisps" ldneker. The Japanese were not sorry to see him go, his
performance in the country of the falling yen was not too great. The Japanese were
hoping for a high profile. They hadn't realised they had hired an old nag. Bloody
Blitish clapl After the match between England and Eire in Dublin Lineker was asked
what he thought of it. According to him it was not "a football problem, but a
society problem". As if you could dissociate one from the other. Another case of
Colemanballs.

14) Guy Debord in a book published before he died, called Cette mauvaise reputation
This bad reputation, 1994) , spoke of his country. It is a regressive statement.

Success is not always a good thing for a writer. He loses the edge. Still it would
be quite unfair to diminish the earlier work of Debord. He put dialectics back on
the map. Still compared to little turds like Stewart Home, his contribution to a
modern critique of capitalism is immense. Mobile's is still nil. He resembles Tony
Parsons in that manner. But Home has made an ideology of violence, the violence of
his ideology is ghastly. He tries to emulate Richard Allen's skinhead bovver books.
Home can hardly be called an internationalist. His solidarity seems to stop at
Dover. On this score Bob Black is right, his critique of Home is welcome. But that
does not mean we agree with his scissor work on Annie Le Brun's text called Vggit-
Prop. we think texts ought to be left neat. Let the readers decide what is'worthwhile
or not. But Home went even further, he drew a death list (how brave!) , it included
Debord, but worst of all Salman Rushdie was thrown in, as if he did not have enough
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But as harl Marx said a few years agoz" proletarians have no country, you cannot
take from them what they haven't got". By proletarian we understand :"those who
have no power over their lives and who know it". It seems an accurate modern defini-
tion. we don't expect Tory Blair aka Tory Plan B. to understand this. He wants to
continue using people as political footballs. That is to say kicking them around
into the next century. The New Labour Party hacks are very keen to get people on
the so—ca1led Information Highway. wislon did the same with his white technology.
Tony Benn was then very keen to back up the nuclear industry. Today it is a
different kettle of red fish. He has been pushed on the margins of the Labour Farm.
So many still believe that a Labour Party could do better than the Tories. But once
in power they would do a Clinton. Beformism never works. The Tory butchers are
a bit more brutal than their Labour and Lib—Dem counterparts, but the result is still
the same, the animals are skinned in the name of wage-slavery and money. S0 the
NLP is clearing the way so that modern capitalists can exploit people even better.
Their minds are already caught in the Internet haze where tons of useless info .il
stored, but the real LcCoyT is always kept elsewhere. Hackers of the world unite}
Knowledge is power. For those in power it is the best drug. It keeps them high eight
days a week.

But Blur and Major are bores. Blair's shadow Lin for Sports, a dour hag called
Kate Hoey wants to clean up the game. It is a ludicrous idea. Likewise Blair's crew
G. Brown, Cookie, Prescott, Nbwlmm, Clwyd and Short want to clean up the capitalist
sty. They don't like the smell. But to clean the Augean stables , you znust catch the
horrible odours that no soap can get rid off. In fact it is not a matter of cleaning iqa
the pig shit, but abolishing it altogether. Tory Blair is a real farmer Jones.
Phybe the animals will rebel against him one day. It only took a massive riot like
the Poll'Tax jamboree in Trafalgar Square to knock off Thatch from her'pedestal
Her colleagues, that is to say her more lucid ones realised she was putting oil on
the fire of discontent, it was time to knife her in true conservative fashion._
Blur is hooked on the drug called power. He wants a big dose. Power is a rapacious
creditor. It can wait for its victim!

No wonder so many people escape en masse into the sports‘ maze. They can forget
reality for ninety minutes. It is their weekly fix and they waffle endlessly about
their toon. George Orwell called it prole feed in.12§5. He describes the hate
sessions in great detail’. Emery sport includes such phenomena. The little man who
screamed abuse at Cantona went home feeling great, he had vented his frustrations
and in the process made a few thousand bucks out of it, selling his obnoxious
'story' to The SUN aka The SCUM. He got murdocked. The dirty digger's organisation

(cont of footnote 14)

trouble already with the fatwa which has been hanging over his head for the last
six years. Home's statement is inhuman, as inhuman as the Islamic laws which are
enforced in many Islamic countries. Home in a way has a lot in common with the
bloody mullahs. His neoist stuff is garbage. We despise him and all those who put
up with him or admire him. Home has never swallowed the idea that art is dead.and
that it needs to be superseded. That is why he hates situationists. They ruined his
position as a rock and roller. Recently the Late Shgg (Beeb 2) did a prog about
Debord's suicide. All the pseudo-intellectuals were in attendance: halcolm lmrie,
Brigitte Cornand a French hackette who did a documentary with Debord before he
passed away. A few days after he died she gave an interview to the French CP
paper "L‘Humanité " saying how wonderful he was to work with. All too positive
for our liking. Cornand does not understand that to succeed in this world you
have to be bad. Of course by succeed we do not mean the dominant ways, but to
shake this old world. Cornand could not even get hold of newsreel footage about
Mexico in 1968, therefore she missed an.opportunity to say something about the_
Chiapas. Maybe her bosses at Canal + were not too hot cu: this dlolootlool Idea-
The goons at H15 and M16 must have been pleased by this Late Show prog. Many "ork
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is responsible to a great extent for the present tabloid and lottery mentality
which has engulfed Britain. A crass view of life where everything can be bought
and sold. Here we must sympathise with Dennis Potter who was very brave to attack
Murdoch Inc. , before he died. But poor Potter was not so careful when he allowed
one of his last texts to be published in the New Left Review , whose offices are
in Heard Street. What an appropriate namel A few years earlier V3330/N13 +1-1-
had accepted an award from Murdoch. They thus traded in each Wapping printer for
a mere sixteen pence. Life is cheap these days. It is simply horrific. We still think
it is a good idea to boycott the Heard crew. In fact they are a pressure group of
the Labour Party. But all belong to the executive class, therefore they will back
up the top end of the party, not its grassroots. Deep down they are Leninists, and
a few old Stalinists still lurk in their ranks, like Hobsbawm. They are a vile
bunch who have retarded consciousness in Britain since they started publishing
their review. what is striking is that they have followed every fashion. And are
always keen to appear on the box. They are bored and boring. Strangely enough
Murdoch is also backing the "New Labour Party" and a strict censorship is enforced
at any meetings which are sponsored by the News of the World. Some allies. It makes
you want to puke. what a party} Hot much fun there. Speeches, spin doctors, U turns,
leeches, leashes and political correctness. AARGH1 The "New Labour Party" will
have to do a deal with the Lib-Des if they want to defeat the Major Mob. Blur
and his spin doctors are working on this problem at present and the way to break
the news to their flock .

As for Murdoch before all that he was only following his political mistress of
the time, namely Hrs Whiplash, the ffihrerin, the milk snatcher, hrs Thatch. She
set millions of men and wimin on the market with nothing'more but material gain
as their aim. Commodityafetishism at its worst. Thatcher has a.lot in common with
that other material girl, namely Madonna. Mitterrand once said Thatcher had the
body of harylin Monroe (how did he knowk) and the mind of Adolf Hitler. Everything
is up for grabs. And even if Tory Blair became P.M. it is unlikely that he could
reverse the privatisations, because they would have to compensate all those who
bought shares. Blair and his spin doctors are in a real fix. They dare not announce
the awful truth. Or they say one thing one day and contradict themselves at the
next press conference. A bit like the tories. A real mess. It all looks like a
football match when everything goes wrong. And it seems to be the trend these days.
I-haybe we will reach the point very soon when no match can be staged.

Is it by chance that prostitution has increased so dramatically in the last
fifteen years? It was the same before the French Revolution of 1789. Idfe had
become unbearable, only money ruled. It was not long before the entire edifice
collapsed. Here it will take a few more years! As a friend of the author said the
other day;"can you imagine a royal family in the year 5000?". He is right it is
hard to envisage such an.anachronism. Here some anarchist boneheads call pro-
stitutes :"workers in the sex industry". Another form of newspeak. They don't
mind people working in the oldest profession as long as it doesn't involve them,
their sister, their mother or in some cases their brother. we speak about this

(Cont of footnote 14)
for the TV networks. We despise all those who took part in this BBC 2 prog. we
shit on them. (cf. Larry 0'Hara's book Turnigg up the Heat:Ml§ after the Cold War,
§@Q§§i§_§;g§§, London , 1994 . Apparently Gerry Gable and his cronies from Searche
lQ£E1,h&Vo boon going round bookshops urging people not to stock this title. It
smells of stalinism. Gable works closely with the security services and TV networks.,
Gable» and Co have gone further since this document was first published. They went
to Larry 0'Hara's work lace and took h t hb a p o ograp of him. It is a despicable action.
** They wan th S d T’ ' '. _ e ‘uh imes Small Publisher Award, it was worth a £1,000. 6,000
printers in Napping were sacked. Note added on 28.3.95.)
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reality not from a moralistic point of view, but from a human one. It is clear you
cannot abolish prostitution without abolishing wage-slavery, the commodity a.nd the
rest of the State paraphanelia. It is a project which needs to be undertaken on a
world basis by the vast majority of those who have no power over their lives and
who know it.The absence of this project will prolong the misery which modern capita-
lism fosters (15). Apparently two prostitutes out of five are HIV positive down in
King's Cross. This was reported recently in a local paper. Prostitution is thus a
very deadly' job . .Nass unemployment has forced many people to take up this kind
of work. Capitalist society is a cesspit. we despise all pimps, managers of factories
and football teams and all cops. we also despise all yuppies who love their work
and the money that goes with it.

So what can a poor boy do to make it? He has a few choices. Kicking a ball, pun?
ching heads or becoming a sick Jagger. These choices seem to apply to a poor girl
too. There are other sports which need cannon fodder. Rugby is more middle-class. You
only have to listen to the crowd with their sweet chariot song. They resemble sheep.
They long for a past , the imperial one. Alas it is all gone. The only thing left
is nostalgia and the empire of the commodity-racket. Rugby players are not ‘paid‘,
but they use the game to make contacts for their respective businesses. Many
policemen are keen rugby players, it suits their temperaments, since it is quite
a brutal game. Other sports to get into are darts, golf, cricket, snooker, car
racing, athletics and all horsing. The list is endless...

Of course American football is even more brutal and vulgar, it reflects the Ameri-
can way of life. It resembles a filthy I~'icDonald burger. But we are not 811111-llflorioon
only anti-capitalist. The USA typifies modern capitalism and its model is now sprear
ding all over the planet. A ghastly system (16) with no medical cover for at least
forty million people. And now the Democrats and the Republicans are talking openly of
sterilising the underclass. Eugenics are thus rearing their ugly heads. Many people L17)

(15) Tory Blair has no wish to tackle this problem in a radical manner. He does not
even.want Clause IV in his political stew. He is conservative mark II. heny lemmings
have followed him doing a U turn.
(16) Even those who are against that system are taken in. It reminds me of the story
of a radical American in Paris, who was invited to a restaurant by a friend and his
French host asked him what he wanted to drink with his meal. His reply was incredi-
ble, he wanted a Coke. Ho quality is needed, only a vast quantity of nothing . It
is awful.

(17) P.J. O'Rourke mirrors this American air—conditioned nightmare. He is a buffoon.
He has swallowed all the myths that money can buy. Everything is fast for him, from
cars, to food and women. Another American.goon is Jerry Garcia of the Grateful Dead ,
it was revealed recently that he had been working for the FBI since 1968. His job
was to channel youth anger down a cul-de—sac. How many singers work part-time for
law enforcement agencies is not too well researched, maybe Gruel Marcus can do some
serious studies for once instead of the mish—mash he puts on the supermarket.
As for P.J. O‘Rourkie he is a right—wing pig. Bragg fell for him. Bragg admires his
output , the money in other words , not the content of his turgid books. A sort of
airport literature. Bragg is also part of Tory Blair's inner advisory board. Another
newshfiund is Peter Londoloon. a sort of would be witchfinder general, in other words
a top pig who is there to sniff all the truffles for his master Tory Plan B.
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in the USA in the early 1900's paid with their lives, many so—called misfits
were sent for resettlement (ie. murdered). It is a terrible story. The Nazis
were quick to pick on this ‘ethnic cleansing‘ idea with the result that we all
know, although some neo-Nazis have the nerve to say it never took place.
A few years ago a left—wing writer and poet celled Kenneth Rexroth evennadvocated
such a eugenics program . He had this to say: "But perhaps the future will
decide that one of the greatest evils of Nazism was discrediting eugenics."
Surely some mistake. Rexroth's brain must have been inexistentl Strangely
enough his recent biographer'(2xgrand name for someone who wrote a brochure
about his master), Ken Knabb forgot to mention all this. He can find it in
Communalimm from its origins to the 20 Centpgy by Rexroth ( Peter Owen, 1975).
Rexroth thought he was a poet. As for Knabb he prefers cocarcola to wine! Beurk..

So when the Dadaists said: ” To each their own football" wayback in the twenr
ties in Germany , it was a funny way of saying :"To each according to their
needs, to each according to their abilities." But their initial phrase was not
of much use, owing to the rise of nazism in that country from 1918 onwards. For this
was when this deadly disease took root. Many specialists of nazism never reach
the roots of the problem. For them it all started in 1955.

So where does all this lead us ? Football as a game between people as a free
activity can be fun. Football as a commodity is a cocktail of ills. The only
trouble is that the first lot dream of being in the second batch. The professional
scouts have a ready—made reservoir of cheap meat to choose from. It never runs
dry . That is the dilemma.

Another alternative is to take all that channelled anger on to the plane of ideas
in order to change the world. But for that people will have to dump their
fantasy football illusions in the dustbins of the grounds where they spend their
time and money worshipping their clay—feet idols. Until then life will be a giant
scoreboard where punters always 1053., even when "their" team wins.

STOP PRESS

The Irish Question spilled into the England-Eire match in Dublin. God Says the
Queen hadn't been played in Landsdowne road for many years. Both anthems were
Jeered at. but not from an internationalist point of view it seems. BNP/NF thugs
were there in attendance shouting "No surrender to the IRA". These idiots have
close links with the Loyalists. They threw pieces of wood with nails on to
Irish fans. It was horrific. The Daily Mirror and all the TV networks even went
further offering money to anyone who will identify the hooligans. Delation is
also on the menu of Professor John Benyon (Director of the Centre for the Study
of Public Order), he had this to S&y3" We've got to foster the idea that it is
patriotic to identify trouble makers to the authorities". Benyon is a keen Labour
supporter. His call for "Locking up ignorant soccer" is laughable, as if football
could be intelligent. All libertarians ought to refuse all relations with those
who use deletion. During the last war, the Gestapo could have never done what it
did without the help of all the denunciations from the French public and with the
help of the pQ1i¢e. TV progs like CRIME UK are unthinkable in France because of
that Shootly P3St- 9 tons of Gestapo archives lie in some police cellar in Parisl

The Irish garda were particularly vicious towards the English contingent. They
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were given carte blanche by their Justice kinister Rona Owen, a vulgar hag who
wouldn't be out of place in some Coronation Street episode or the Adams family.
And to make things worse for the lovers of the Union Jack they were put on a
boat in a force 10 gale. Another case of Irish black humour. The Irish State
"gave them a hiding they wouldn't forget." Strangely enough it is the kind
of treatment the BNP/NF/COMBAT 18 often dish out to defenceless coloured people.
Many have been murdered. Maybe some of these racist thugs will realise that they
need to reflect on their actions and criticize their racist past in order to
become human. In any case they are doomed historically.

* Ewen the Daily Terrorggaph can see the merit of Tory Blair as a future BM.
His photograph session with Stanley Latthews was a remake of Harold Wislon's
photo with the smiling Beatles. That Beatle snap-shot was worth a cool millixnivotes.
Blair's nostalgia photo call might not be so big. The spin doctors as usual got
it all wrong. Blair should be photographed next to veal crates, but maybe the
poor animals might object.

it During the last election in Britain , the HEW STATESNAN bemoaned the fact
that situationists were not on their side in order to fight the Tories. Some
have illusions. In any case it is no longer a matter of being situationist,
-of course that does not mean that you throw the baby out with the bathwater—,
but of being proletarian in a modern sense. So in a few words we refuse all
political parties, religions, sects and cults, and all isms. A fine programme.
There is a lot to do so that a new life can emerge from this collapsing world.

av A few years ago various scribblers known in the trade as criminologists kanother
word for cop) tried their hand at analysing working class violence. They asked
the question why do they do it? when in fact they ought to have asked why don't
they do it more often, since they are kept in their cages. These sociologists
only uncover half the truth and get paid handsomely for it. They have all made
a comfortable career for themselves. To name but a few: Stanley Cohen, Jock
"ridiculous" Young, Paul Walton, Andrew Gamble, Lorrie "New Statesman" Taylor.
A laughable crew who find nothing better to do than to back the "New" Labour Party
That shows how radical they arel

1* when Cantona left Leeds , the sellers of Cantonamemorabilia were really
pissed Off. They were left with thousands of pounds of rubbish on their hands.
They cursed Wilko day and night. To this day the curse has worked, Leeds hardly
scores a goal. Maybe Wilko will have to take a walk on the Moors.

-w The Heysel and Hillsborough disasters are clear cases of negligence on the
side of the management of these stadia. we must notikuget the collapse of Stairway 13
at Ibrox {in fact three disasters took place on that stairway over a long period).
The police's part in the Hillsborough was awful. Spectators always cop it. This
was documented in a recent film on TV.
w Scoring a goal clearly has Freudian connotations. Frustration followed by
release. Everyone goes home relieved except the losing team & fans. Pain and
pleasure. Players often find it hard to cool off. Hence their wild behaviour off
the pitch. And they haye so much dough. Nolby used to send his minder on errands
for coke, booze, etc..

* As we have seen football can be a deadly game, a player from the Colombian
team paid the price of not winning during the last world cup. The kedelin cartel
probably put a contract on his life.
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* Recently the French Min for Youth & Sports Hrs Alliot-Marie promised measures
"to implement the integrating role of football in the suburbs". (Le Mbnde ,
10.2.95. ) These districts are very hot indeed and explode almost daily. The
reasons are plain: bad housing, police harassment, racism and boredom.

-* Blair was also keen for people to denounce the Lansdowne hooligans. People on
the left ought to refuse such a practice. Because one day it could be their turn.
The State machine never stops grinding. Today it is neo-nazis, tomorrow it can be
them. Smella Rimington, the head girl in charge of M15 is quite clear about
that. Robin Ramsay the editor of the magazine THE LOBSTER wants accountable
secret services. Some have illusions. Ramsay votes Labour. His mag is not without
use. If often contains valuable information. Ramsay has never been able to A
swallow the Gemstone File which deals with the assassination of JFK. It is too
far out for'him. In a recent OBSERVER (12.2.95). which dealt with conspiracies,
the file was rubbished, therefore there must be some truth in it. Ramsay took part
in this disinformation.

* Quick profits are always in the mind of football promoters, this is demonstrated
by the disaster in the Furania Stadium in Bastia, Corsica Where 14 P601119 died
and about 1300 people were badly injured. A real scandal, a badly built stand
collapsed, live on TV.
* Uhen Khomeini came to power he banned draughts, boxing and football players
had to wear longer shorts, they are not allowed to show their knees. Some
society} Women were banned from all sporting stadia.

* The Nazi salute by the English football team in 1938 in Berlin was in line with
Chamberlain's appeasement. Bill Murray in.his Football. A.histo;y of the world
game. (Scolar Press, 1§94)s fails to understand this simple truth. He made us
laugh when he wrote in his introduction :"The world cup held in Italy in 1990
was watched by more than 26 billion people throughout the world", a weird way of
saying it was viewed 26 billion times. A lack of critique can lead to false
consciousness. Apart from all that, Murray's book is a goldmine of info. He is
right to say that the nazi image of some of the Liverpool fans contradicted those
who only saw the fascism of the Juventus fans in the Heyssl stadium. life is
never black and white. Some people like an ultra-left group in France called
OS CANGACEIBOS are thus left with egg on their faces, since they backed the
Liverpool fans to the hilt. Ideology is a luxury, it is better to come to terms
with this simple truth. we have learnt to wait before saying anything of note.

*The Nazis when they came to power in 1955, banned professional football until
1945. Another contradiction for the neo-Nazis to mull over.

*In Jamaica football is big in the streets, cricket is big in the stadium.

*Bill Murray in his book speaks of Alec'Villaplane who was captain of the French
football team in 1%50. Nmrray points out that he was shot as a collaborator, but
fails to say why. In fact'Villap1ane was a member of the Parisian Gestapo whose
job was to track down members of the SOE. An excellent book on the subject is
LA mmm A PIERIIOT IE FOU by Stéphane Vincentanne (Champ Libre, 1970).
According to Murray Villaplane is portrayed in Camus's The Plggge as Gonzales.
Sartre and Camus were keen spectators of football matches. The footballization
of the masses never worried these two goons who fooled many with their books.
Laybe Camus should have played more football! As for Sartre he epitomizes
many creeps on the left with their black and white beliefs. They lie by omission.




